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FOREWORD

As part of the Department's competenCy-based thrust, the analysis
of test results is being conducted and reported. Performahce data
from tysts-and other sources are critical in the educational process
and should be used to assist students, improve instruction, and up-
grade programs. The efforts to date --by teachers, principals and
specialists are making significant impact on the achievement of stu-
dents as indicated by the test results.

For the basic skills early identification and intervention activities,
it is hoped that each level within the Department will continue to
conduct similpr review and analysis of formal data in order that the
students of Hawaii may benefit from a solid foundation for all sub-
sequent learning.

etiti-le`e
rancis M. Hatanaka,'Superintenden
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0
OVERVIEW

A. Purpose

The purpose of this report is two-fold:

.1/

I. To provide information on.program effectiveness includi
identification of program deficiency avrs' which requir
attention; and

2. ,To prbvide a model forsubsequent district and school analyses.

It is expected that state, -district aryl school level improvemeq;efforts
will be directU at the identified deficiency areas.

B. Background of the Test Administration.

The Stanford Achievement Test, Primary Level II, was administered
statewide in May, 1964 to 12,106 students as part of"the Department's
early identification and interveption effort. Based on the Foundation
Program Objectives and the attendant Student Performance Expectations,.
specific attention has been placed on the development of basic skills
for learning and effective communication for grades K-2.

C. Approach for Program Analysis

The following framework guided the prognmn planner for mathematics in the
analysis process. With minor modification or changes in focus, the
framework may be used by schools or teachers in the assessment of test
results for use in instructional planning And delivery.

1. How well does the test measure the program efforts? (Curriculum
Validity)

a. How'well does the subtest'content (items) reflect the major
program emphases?

b. Are there test items that measure what is pot taught until
later in the school lxperience?,

c. Are there major emphases for grades K-2 that are not measured
by this test?

2, How are the students performing? .(Student Achievement)

a. How well are the students doing statewide?
b.. Are therehiariations among subtest areas?
c. Are variations what would have been expected? If-so,.why?
d. Are variations consistent across all seven districts?

Each subtest was anaylzed including task deS.cription, student perfor-
mance, implications for program/instruction, and recommendations for
improvement.

-3-
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D. General Summary of Performance

The statewide summary of group stanine results indicate that the
second grade students in pawaii performed better than the national

norm populatipn with 84% scoring in the average and above average

ranges. This, is 7% higher than the national norm .(77 %).

Below
Average %

Ayerage %
Above

Average %

National 23 54 23

Hawaii's Second Graders 16 53 31

p

ti

-4-
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A. Overall Anitysis

Grade 2 AdminiS-tration

The Stanford Achievement Test (SAT), Primary Level II, includes three subtests
related to the aqa Of mathematics: Mathematics Concepts Mathematicsu-
kation, and Mathematic? 4plication.

. 1. Curriculum Validity

Analysis of the SAT indicates that the test is moderately effective in.
assessing the attainment of the goals; objectives, and performance expec-
tations (there are 18 performance expettations in Grade 2) of the state
mathematics program. The test does not measure three performance expec-,
tations in the areas of measurement and graphing. Another three perfor-
mance expectations are measured by only one or tt/o items.

The problem-solving process is a major goal of the mathematics p gram;
.

however, the SAT measures only part of the total process, the sol ing pf
story problems. Approximately 10% of the items measure expectati ns
which are riot included iD the state mathematics program or which m y
require performance at a level beyond Grade 2.

2. Student Performance

The results indicate that the second grade students in Hawaii scored in the
average range on all subtests. Students scored higher in Mathematics
Computation and Concepts than.in Mathematics Applications.

SUBTLSTS

CONCEP,S

COMPUTATION

APPLICATIONS

(NATIONAL P
IN EACH

GROUP
STANINE

STAN INE SUM 1A,,RY
BELOW , AVERAGEA,

4 5 6

ABOVE

7 8 91 2 3

1982 1984 1982 1984 1982 1984 1982 1984

7 7 18% 17% 51% 50% 31% 33%

7 7 12% 11% 53% 53% V34% 36%
.

5 5 2,5 27;:, 54% 53%* 20% 20%

RFORMANCE

TANINE GROUP) 23% 54% 23%

A comparison of the 1982 and 1984 results reveals the following:

Group stanines haye remained the same in all subtests with the lowest group
stAnine (5) refle(td in the Applications subtest.
p 1,

z,
a. For the athemaffcs Concepts subtest, the percent of students in Hawaii

scoring in the aveyage and above average ranges 83%) is higher than
the percent of sthents.in the norm population (77%) scoring in ,the
same ranges. This is I% more than the 1982 results.



05,

b. For the mathematics Computation subtest/tlie percent of students in

Hawaii scoring in the average and above avera -anges V39%) is higher

than the percent of students in the norm populatio (77x>) Scoring in the

same ranges. This is 2% more that; the 1982 resul s.'

c: For the Applications suWst, the percent of stud ts in'Hawaii scoring`

in the average arid abov6 average ranges (73%) is 1 er than the'percent

of studehts in the norm population .(77%)scoring In the same ranges. .

. This is 174 lower than the 1982 results.

3. Implications

.Second grade students continue to perform better than the norm population

of the test in two of the three shirtests, Computation and Concepts, and

not as well asAle norm OTAilation in the PP cations subtest.

4. Recommendations

Analysis should be made-6f each of the sub'tests to identify those items

students did not perform well on. Comparison of these items With the

performanc expectations should be ma -," reasons for student performance

le
det&mined, nd improve nt strategi implemented where appropriate.

Although the problem-so ving process not tested fully in'the A_plica-

tions subtest, a priority should be p ced on the instructional delivery of

the problem-solving proces and deVelopment of logical thinking to improve

.overall mathematics performance. .

B. Subtest Analysis

The following is an analysis. of each subtest relative to the task requirement,

student performance in Hawaii as compared to national performance, imOications,,

and recommendations. The student performance comparison is made wit4 respect to

the mean p-values in. each of the item-grouping areas (each subtest is divided

into three or four groups in which the test items arp.closely.related). The

p-value, which give's the percent of students answeriit the problem correctly, is

used to determine the local curriculum emphasis. A comparison of local p-values

with those of ths,national norm is helpful in discussing the implications which

are drawn from thZ relationsHip of performance expectatitns with the SAT iteM

objectives.

Further.''study within each of the item-group areas is made for those areas in

which the local p-v,alue is lower than the national p-value. Each item with a

lower p-value is listed, but only those items considered significantly lower:4-,

are discussed in the section on Implications. THus,ythe sections on Implications

and Recommendations will deal primarily with identifying areas for program

improvement. I

1. Mathematics Concepts

a. Desription of Task

The subtest consists of 35 items which require the student to select an

answer from four options. Each item is dictated, but the four answer

-8-



'options to in print,- requiring reading of'words, pictures for symbols.
Item'groUps are in four areas: 1) Number, 2) Notation, 3) Operations'',
and 4) Geometry, Measurement and Graphs.

..b. Student. Performance
4'

- - Student performanc statew)de was high (within the aboJe.avdrage.stanine
range) with a group stanine of'7.

The chart below compares the'local and national mean. p-values in the
item -- grouping areas. The results Show that students in the State of
Hawaii scored higher in dumber; Geometr ; Measurement and .

Gra hs; and the same as the national norm in Aerations. A comparison
etween the 1982 Ind,1984 results' shows a slight gain in three of the

four item-gf.ouping. are/as.
.

MATHEMATICS CONCEPTS'
ITEM GROUPS

'

NATIONAL %
*

liNAIMFC,i'DWFERENCE

19.82 1 4 1982 1984

NUMBER 58 62 .63 +4 +5

NOTATION
. 60 64 f7 -4.4 +7

OPERATIONS .61 61 61 0 0

GEOMETRY, MEASUREMNT
AND GRAPHS 68 72 73 +4 +5

.

Item analysis indicates ,that the tkst objectives where studes scored
lower were as follows:

(1) Operations:

(a) Indicates that zero added to number ;coals number (item 16).

(b) indicates missingterm in number sentence which illustrate
thecommunicative property of addition (item 17*).

(2) Geometry, Measurement and Graphs:

(a) Identifies circle with three dots on it (item 10).

Students scored significantly lower on item 17. The p-value for this
item was also significantly lower in the 1982 results.

is significantly lo4r than the national prvalue according to the "Stanford
Research Report 1/10: Interpreting Stanford Item Arialysis Reports," Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc., New York, 1975, p. 10.

-9-
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Implications

Although overall student performance was high, second grade stucknts in

vHawaii did not do"as well as the national norm group on the item involv-

ing the commutative property of,additfon. Howevpr, the commutative

property is expressed with letters rather than with number in the tt

item. The cause few error may be-due to the student's unfamiliarity with

the use of letters in expressing the commutative property.

d._ Recovimendation

Continue to pursue the performance.expectations with a closer look at

the related specific learner objectives that deal withillustrating the

commutative property of additibn. Reasons shoUld be determined'for

students' low performance, and work should 4plegin towards improvement in

those areas.

2. Mathematics Computation

a. Description of Task

The subtest consists of 37 items. Items 1-29 are computation algorithms,

with five answer options, including the NH (not here) option. Problems

involve addition and subtraction of,bne and two-digit nurnrals. Items

30-37, consist of n mber sentences which must be completed by the appro-

priate symbol or. =).

Ite6 groupings 4 n three areas: 1) Knowledge of Primary Facts,

2) Addition Algori hms, and 3) Subtraction Algorithms.

b. Student Performairce-

Student performance was high (within the above average sta ne range)

with a group stanine of 7. The chart below compares lo and national

p-values in the item tyoups. The results show that the students in the
State of Hawaii scored higher than the national norm group in all areas.

As compared _to the results of 1982, gains are reflected in all three

item-grouping areas.

MATHEMATICS COMPUTATION
r' ITEM GROUPS NATIONAL %

HAWAII % DIFFERENCE
'

' 1982 1984
w

1982 1984

KNOWLEDGE OF PRIMARY FACTS 69 76 77 +7 +8

ADDITION ALGORITHMS 54 64 66 +10 +12

SUBTRACTION ALGORITHMS 38 41 42 +3 +4

Item analysis indicates that students scored as well as or higher than

the national norm on all items.

-10- 13 Ake



c. Implications

,

- There has been improvftent in all three item-grouping areas. Although
student performance is high for almost all items, there still is a need
to continue improvement efforts in the areas of subtraction and multi-
plication. Performance in these two areas was the same as or slightly
higher than the national norm in 1982 and remains the same as or slightly
-higher than the national norm jn 1984:

d, !1.6commendation

Continue to pursue the performance expectations of the mathematics pro-
gram with attention to the instructional strategies related to the
specific learner objectives that deal with the subtraction and multipli-
cation a.rrichms. Reasons should be determined fcr students' low per-
forbance and work should begin towards improvement. Program improvement
should continue to include providing students with more varied experi-
ences using the subtraction and multiplication algorithms, and provi-
ding teachers with instructional strategies for teling these algorithms.

3. Mathematics Applications

a. Description of Task

%The subtest consists of 28 items. Items 1-14 are story problems dictated
cliky the teacher, and the learner chooses one of five options, which
includes the option NH (not here). Items 15-28 require-reading of words
and symbols, but the teacher prefaces each related group of items (having
to do with the same stooc.problem) with additiona) instructions or ques-
tions. There are four and five answer options, not all cdhtaining the NH
option.

Item groupings are in three areas: 1) Solution of a One-Step Problem,
' 2) Analysis and Development of a Solution Design, and 3) Measurement

and Graphs.

b. Student Performance

Student performance statewide was average in comparison to the national
norm with a group stanine of 5.

14
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The chart below compares local-natiqnal mean p-values in the item-

grouping areas. The results show that the students in the State of
Hawaii scored lower in two areas, with the largest discrepancy in the
Solution of.One-Step Problems. As compared to the 1982 results; the 1984.

results have remainedthe same in all three areas..

MATHEMATICS APPLICATIONS
ITEM GROUPS

NATIONAL %
_

HAWAII % DIFFERENCE

1982 1984 ) 1982 1984

SOLUTION OF A ONE-STEP.'
PROBLEM

t

ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT
OF A SOLUTION DESIGN

MEASUREMENT ANIqGRAPHS ,

.

.

66

54

58

60
,

52

58

60

52

58

-6'

-2.

0

-6

-2

0

n indicatesanalysis ndicates that the test objectives where students scored

lower were:

(1) Solution of a One-Step 'Problem

(a) Adding to find the value ofIthe_ arger of two quantities when

given the smaller value and thei difference (item 5).

(b) Subtracting to compare two Tian ties (item 6*).

(c) Subtracting to find the remainder (item 8, *).

(d) Interpreting /each/ as a signal to multiply (items 9*, 10*).

(e) Dividing-total into a number of equal parts (item 11*). .

(2) Analysis and-Development of a Solution Design

(a) Separating extraneous data and subtracting to find how many

more are needed (item 7*).

(b) Adding and subtracting in two-step sequence (item 13).

(c) Determining specific rate (items 14*, 18*).

(d) Translating into mathematical sentence (item 28*).

4,,

*P-value is significantly lower than the national p-value according to the "Stanford

Research Report #10: Interpreting Stanford Item Analysis Reports, Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich, Inc., New York, 1975, p. 10.

15
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(3) Measurement and Graphs

(a) Converting small coin values into cents to find the total
(item-4).

(b) Using standard clock Units to find amount of time elapsqd
(item 19).

0.

(c) Subtracting specific .amount ff'om. given point on a number line
(item 20).

(d) Identifying the clock showing specified amount of elapsed
time (item 21).

(e) Converting coin values into cents.to determine correct change
(item 22*).

(f) Comparing prices of two,items in price display (lIgni 24*).

Specific items on each of the, above areas where students scored
significantly lower were items 6-11, 14, 18, 22, 24, and 28.
These were the same problems which resulted in significantly
lower p-values in 1982.

c. Implications
)

The stanine summary indicates overall average performance for students
in Hawaii. Areas in which students in Hawaii did not do as well as those
nationally were specific story problem items involving subtraction,
multiplication, division, rate, and money. Al st.half of these items
where students scored significantly lower red performance which is
expected at a higher level. . Items 11 an 14 are related to specific

IteximL

learner objectives for grade 5 in the Mathematics Program Guide. Item
11 requires students to divide a two-digit number by another4wo-digit
number. Item 14 can be interpreted asa ratio problem. Item 18 requires,
skills which are not expected of students until the end of grade &.
Students need to use knowledge of a given rate to solve the problem.

Items 6-10, 22, 24, and 28 are all related to performance expectations
of specific computational skills that students are 'expected to have by
the end of the second grade. Since students tended, to do well in the
computation subtest, it may not be the lack of a specific computational
skill that is the cause of error, but difficulty with listening to the
problem and computing mentally, or inexperience in applying the problem-
solving process.

*P-value is significantly lower than the national p-value according to the "Stanford
Research Report #10: Interpreting Stanford Item Analysis Reports, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc.,, New York, 1975, p. 10.

L
-13-
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d. Recommendation

Continue to pursue the performance expectations of the Mathematics
Program. Reasons' should be determined for students' low performance
and work should begin towards improvament. Program improvement may
include providing students with more experiences involving problem-
solving strategies. There are elementary programs which address
problem solving in consonance with the Mathematics Program Guide.
Some of these programs such as Curriculum Development Associates
Mathematics and the Comprehensive School Mathematics Program are
being implemented in several schools. knumber of textbook series
are revising their material to include activities that highlight.
the heuristics of the problem-solving process. Schools considering
improvement options will need to determine if these programs can be
used to meet tnei% needs as alternatives or supplements to their
existing mathematics program.'

I

The Mathematics Program Guide also provides direction in identifying
problem-solving behaviors and strategies for teaching. Schools
should investigate to see how these strategies may be used for
teaching problem solving within their on-going program. Schools
'should also look at the available in-service workshops which address
this need, and encourage their teachers to participate.'

4
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Grade 2 SA-7` Item Matches

Int

July 1, 1983

C_ oNgyjs ,
.

Learner Objective (LO) or
item II SAT Objective Performance Expectation (pE) ,Grade

-,.

1. Chooses the number which completes Identifies and compares commonly used 1 PE

a number serie's. fractiOns (e.g., A,.i) and whole 2 PE
. numbers up to 10 and multiples of

4 t 2,.5 and 10 to 1001

2 Identifiel'the symbol for the No match
empty set.

3. Identifies the exact position of Reads,. writes, and uses the terms 1 LO
ari of-dinal number in a line,. "first, second, tRird:.itenth."

4. Marks a specific date on a calendar. Measures, reads and compar s
>
lengths,

temperatures, masses, capacity, times
of events, and quantities of money.

3 PE

5 Marks a specific date on a calendar. Measures, reads and compares lengths, 3 PE

temperatures: masses, capacity, times
of events, and quantities of money.

6. Finds the total value of three Tells time to the minute, makes change 2 PE
coins. through a half dollar, reads tempera-

ture in degrees Celsius.

7. Identifies the numeral represented Uses place value to communioate the 1 PE
by a place-value device. meaning of and to compute with .

2-digit numerals.

physical quantities (how many, how

fracti ns (e.g., A, i) to communicate
2 PEUses hole numbers and commonly used

much, etc.).

Uses place value to communicate the 2 PE
meaning of and to compute with 3-digit
numerals.

8. Identifies the number which is Adds and subtracts through 3-digit
one more than the given number. numbers with regrouping (carrying

and borrowing).

9. Chooses a set which is equal to a No match
given set.

2 PE

10. Identifies a circle with three dots Identifies and compares plane geomet- 1 PE
on it. ric figures in the environment.

Identifies and compares plane and 2 PE
solid geometric figures in the
environment.

-17-
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Item No. Content

Indicates the number of months
that there are in a year.

12. Translates a word form of a given
number into its Arabic numerals.

13. Indicates a letter which
ohl.y of line segments.

is made

14. Marks the number name which has
the greatest relative value.

15. Determines which of four sets has
the greatest number of squares.

16. Indicates that zero added to a
number will equal thp number.

17. Indicates the-missing term in a

number sentence which illustrates
the commutative property of
addition.

I

ti

//'

Learner Objective (LO) Grade

Performance Expectation (pa_ pcm

Names the days of the week and months 2 LO

of the year.

Uses place value to comunicate the
meaning of and to compute with 2-digit
numerals.

',Uses plajce value to communicate the
meaning of and to compute with 3-digit
numerals.

1 PE

1 PE

Sorts plane and solid geometric figures 2 PE

according to their observed properties.

Identifies and compares plane and
solid geomqric figures In the
environment.

No match.

Sorts plane and solid geometric
figures according to their observed

properties.

Identifies and compares plane and
solid geometric figures in the

environment.

Uses appropriate language, e.g.,
greater than, less than, and equal to

in comparing temperatures, masses
(weights), lengths, regions (areas),
quantities, and times of events.

2 PE

2 PE

1 PE

2 PE

Uses addition and corresponding sub- KPE

traction facts through sums of 5.

Uses algebraic techniques and

describes their relationship to the

*operties of real numbers.

s.

8 PE

4



Item No.
Learner Objective (LO)

Content N\ Performance Expectation (PEI
Grade
PE /LO

18. Chooses the number sentence which Uses wpolr numbers and halves, thirds"; 1 PE
describes a given operation'. "and fourths to communicate physical .

9( quantities.

Usesiwhole numbers and coArilonly used 2 PE4
fractions (e.g., I, 1) to communicate
physical quantities (how many, how
much, etc.). f

i,

Adds and subtracts single digit nos. 1 PE

19. Selectsthe number which lies
within a given interval.

20. Solves a problem in elementary
logic using the transitivity
property.

21. Identifies the number which is
one less than the given number.

Orders numbers to 1001. 2 LO

2 PEIdentifie%, and compares commonly
used fractions (e.g., i, 1) to com-
municate physical quantities
(how many, how much, etc.).

Uses appropriate language, e.g.,
greater than, less than, and equal to
in comparing temperatures', masses

. (weights}, lengths, regions (areas),
quantities, and times of events.

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit
numbprs with regrouping (carrying
and borrowing).

22. Interprets,a given number sentence Checks addition by subtracting and
in trIR- of another number sentence subtracting by adding.
whose operation is the inverse of
the first.

23. Identifies the nuffiber which is

expressed as the sum of three
numbers.

c

24. Translates a word form of a given
"number into its Arabic numerals.

25. Identifies a figure which is not
divided into fourths.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

Adds 3 or more numbers with sums of
.18 or less.

Uses place value to communicate the
meaning of and to compute with
3-digit numerals.

Uses whole numbers and halves, thirds,
and fourths to communicate physical
quantities.

Uses whole numbers and commonly used
fractions (e.g., 1, 1) to communicate
physical-quantities (how many, how
much, etc.).

1 PE

Z PE

2 PE

2 LO

2 PE

2 LO

2 PE

1 PE

2 PE

2 PE



Item No. Content

26.
Translates\aword form of a given

number into its Arabic numerals.

27. Solves a problem in elementary

lqgic.

28. Chooses the two numbers which,

complete a-number series.k

29. Identifies the number which is at

a particttlar point on a number

line.

30. Compares data from a bar graph.

31. Compares data from a bar graph.

32. Translates a word form of a given

number into its Arabic numerals.

33. Selects the odd number.

Learner Objective (EO) E Grade
Performance Expectation (PEI PC l.0

Uses place value to communicate the

meaning of and to compute with 3-digit

numerals.

No match.

2 PE

Identifies and compares Calves, thirds, 1 PE

fourths; identifies and compares whole 2 PE

ambers up to 10 and multiples of 2, 5,

and 10 to 100.

Extends counting to at least by threes .2 6/
and fours to 100.

Makes bar graphs ysing symbols to

compare groups of)things.

Makes bar graphs using symbols to

compare groups of things.

Uses place value to communicate the

-meaning of and to compute with 3-digit

numerals.

Discovers special arrangements of

objects for even and odd numbers.

34. Interprets a given number sentence Chgcks addition by subtracting and

in terms of another number sentence -nbtractionrby adding.

whose operation is the -inverse of

the first.

2 PE

2 PE

2 PE

2 LO

2 LO

35. Identifies the numeral expressed ses place value to communicate the 2 PE

in expanded notation. -
meaning of and to compute with 3-digit

numerals.

COMPUTATION

1. Adds primary facts to obtain a

sum less than 10.

-20-

Adds and subtracts single-digit

numbers.

22

1 PE



Item-# SAT Objective
Learner Objective (LO) or

Performance Expectation (PE) - Grade

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

2 Adds primary facts to obtain a . Adds and subtracts single-digit
sum less than lk numbers.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

r
3, Adds primary facts to obtain a Adds and subtracts single-digit

sum greater than 14. numbers

Recalls the additlion and subtraction
facts through sums of 18,

A. Adds primary facts to obtain a Adds and subtracts single-digit
sum greater than 10. numbers.

Recall-s the addition and. subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

5. Subtracts primary facts with a Adds and subtracts single-digit
minuend less than 10. numbers.

Recalls thy addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

6. Subtracts primary facts'with a Adds and subtracts single-digit
minuend less than 10. numbers.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

7 Subtracts primary facts with a Adds 1-digit numbers to 2-digit ).

minuend greater than 10. numbers; subtracts 1-digit numbers
from 2-digit numbers.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

8 Adds three one-digit addends to Adds three addends each of three
obtain a sum less than 25. digits or less.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

2 PE

1 PE

2 PE

1 PE

2 PE

1 PE.

2 PE

1 PE

2 PE

1 PE

2 PE

1 PE

2 PE

3 LO

2 PE



U

Item II SAT Objective

9. Add three one-digit addends to
obtain a sumldpss than 25.

10 Adds two two-d git addends to
obtain a sum reater than 100.

-
11. Subtracts primary facts with a

minuend greater than 10.,

12. Subtracts a two-digit subtrahend
from a two-digit minuend, with rip
renaming.

13. Subtracts'a two-digit subtrahend
from a three-digit minuend, which
has a disappearing left digit.

14. Adds primary facts in a horizontal
algorithm.

15_ Subtracts primary facts in a
horizontal algorithm, with a
minuend less than 15.

I

16. Finds a missing addend in a
horizontal algorithm which has
sum less than 10.

17. Finds a missing addend in a
horizontal algorithm which has
sum less than 15.

18. Finds a missing addend in a
horizontal algorithm which has
sum less than 15.

.6r

A

Learner Objective (LO) or
Performance Luectation_ipE)

Adds thre addends each of three
digits or less.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit C
numbers with regrouping (cavying
and borrowing).

Adds 1-digit numbers to 2-digit
numbers; subtracts 1-digit numbers

tfrom 2 -digit numbers.

Grade

3 LO

2 PE

2 'PE

1 PE

Recalls the additiofi and subtraction 2 PE

facts through sums of 18.

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit
numbers with regrouping (carrying
and. borrowing).

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit
numbers with regrouping (carrying
and borrowing).

Adds and subtracts single-digit
numbers.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 10.

Adds 1-digit numbers to 2-digit
numbers; subtracts 1-digit numbers
from 2-digit numbers.

Recalls addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
a facts through sums of 18.

2 PE

2 PE

1 PE

1 PE

1 PE

2 PE

2 PE

Recalls the addition and subtraction 2 PE

a facts through sums of 18.

4,

Recalls the addition and subtraction 2 PE

a facts through sums of 18.

-22-
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Item # \ SAT ObWive

19. Finds the minuend in a
- horizontal algorithm.'

20. Finds the subtrahend in a
horizontal algorithm.

21. Finds the minuend in a
horizontal algorithm.

22. Adds two two-digit addends to
obtain a sum greater than 100.

23. Acds two two-digit addends to
obtain a sum greater than 100.

Adds a three-digit numeral and a
two-digit numeral and renames tens.

Subtracts a two-digit subtrahend
,from a three-digit minuend, which
'has a disappearing left digit.

-26. Subtracts a two-digit subtrahend
from a three-digit minuend, which
has a disappearing left digit.

27. Subtracts a two digit subtrahend
from a three-digit minuend, which
hqs a disappearing left digit.

28. Adds a two-digit numeral and a
one-digit numeral in a horizontal
algorithm and renames ones.

29. Adds a two-digit numeral and a
one-digit numeral in a horizontal
algorithm, and renames ones to
obtain a sum greater than 100.

30. Adds primary facts or applies the
commutative property of addition.

31. Adds primary facts.

-23-

Learner Objective 'L0) 'or

Performance Expectation (PO

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

Recalls thg addition and subtraction
facts throrigh sums of 18..

' Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit
numbers with regrouping.

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit
numbers with regrouping.

Grade

2 PE

2 PE

2 PE

I

2 PE

2 PE

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit 2 PE
numbers with regrouping.

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit 2 PE
numbers with regrouping.

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit 2 PE
. numbers with regrouping.

Adds and subtracts through 1-digit 2 PE
numbers with regrouping.

Adds 1-digit numbers to 2-digit
numbers; subtracts 1-digit numbers
from 2-digit numbers.

Adds 1-digit numbers to 2-digit
numbers; subtracts 1-digit numbers
from 2-digit numbers.

1 PE

1 PE.

Recalls the addition and subtraction . 1 PE

facts through sums of 10.

Uses appropriate language, e.g.,
greater than, less than, and equal
to in comparing temperatures, masses
(weights), lengths, regions (areas),
quantities, and times of events.

Adds three addends each of three
digits or less..

1 PE

2 PE

3LO



.1%

Learner Objective (10) or V
Item # SAT Oblestive r

_. Performance Expectation (PE) _Grade

r A
ecIps the addition and subtractioii 1 PE

facts--through sums of 10.

32. Subtracts primary facts.

r

33. Adds primary facts or 2rplies the
associative property of addition.

z

Uses appropriate language, e.4.;
greater than, less than, and equal*

to in comparing temperatures, masses
(weights), lengths, regions (areas),
quantities, and tins of events.

Adds 1-digit numbers to 2-digit.
numbers; subtracts 1-digit numbers
from 2-digit numbers.

1 PE

'2 PE

PE

Recalis the addition and subtraction 2 PE'
. .

factf,through sums of 18:

Uses appropPlate lan4ge, e.g., 1 PE

greater than) less .n, and equal 2 PE

toinccoparingtem..ures masses
(weights), lengths,- ons (areas),
quantities, and times of events,

Adds three addends each of 3-digits 3 LO

or less. ,

Recalls the addition and subtraction 2 PE

facts through sums of 18.

Uses appropriate language, e.g.,

greater than, less than, and equal

to in comparing temperatures, masses
(weights), lengths, regions (areas),

quantities, and times of events.

1 PE ,

2 PE `'

34. Adds primary facts or applies the commu- Adds three addends each of 3-digits 3.LO.

tative and associative propeisties of or less.

addition.
Recalls the addition and subtraction 2 PE

facts through sums of 18. Ott.

Uses appropriate language, e.g., 1 PE

greater than, less than, and equal 2 PE

to in comparing temperatures, masses
(weights), lengths, regions (areas),

quantities, and times of events.

-24- -
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Learner Objective (LO) or-
/Oho # .SAT Objective

f Performance Expectation (PE) Grade

35. Multiplies primary facts' or Uses multiplication facts through 2 PEapplies the commutative property products of 25.
of multiplication.

Uses appropriate language, e.g., 1 PE
(3,

greater than, less than, and equal 2 PE
to in comparing temperatures, masses
(weights), lengths, region51, (areas),
quantities, and times of events.

36. Multiplies primary facts or Recalls the addition and subtraction 3 PE -applies the commutative property facts through sums of 18 and the
0 of multiplication. multiplication and division facts ..

.through products of 81.

Uses appropriate language, e.g.,
greater than, leA than, and equal
to in comparing temperatures, masses -

(weights), lengths, regions (areas),
quantities, and times of events.

37. Multiplies using primary facts. -Uses multiplication facts through
products of 25.

Uses appropriate language, e.g.,
greater than, less than, and equal
to in comparing temperatures, masses
(weights), lengths, regions (areas),
'quantities, and times of events.

APPLICATIONS

1 1. Adding to find a total.

2. Adding in a two-step sequence.

tr;

3. Subtracting in a two-step
sequence.

4

-25-

1 PE
2 PE

2 PE

1 PE
2 PE

Recalls the addition and subtraction 1 PE
facts through sums of 10.

Adds and subtracts single-digit 1 PE
numbers.

Recalls the addition and subtraction 1 PE

facts through sums of 10.

Adds and subtracts single -digit 1 PE
numbers.

Recalls the addition and subtraction 1 PE
facts through sums of 10.

Adds and subtracts single-digit 1 PE
numbers.

27



Item # SAT Objective

4. Converting small coin values
cents to find a total.

Learner Objective (LO) or
Performance Expectationjr1

into Uses operations-of addition and
subtraction involving money ex-
pressions.

5. Adding to find the value of the
larger of two quantities when
given the smaller value and their
difference:

6. Subtracting to compare two
quantities.

7 Separating extraneous data and
subtracting to find how many more
are needed.

8. Subtracting to find a remainder.

9. Interpreting "each" as a signal
to multiply.

10.' : Interpreting "each" as a signal
to multiply.

11. Dividing a total into a numl- of
equal parts,

12. Subtracting in a two-step
sequence.

13. Adding and subtracting in a two-

step sequence.

14. Determining a specific rate.

-26-

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 101.

Adds and subtracts single-digit
numbers.

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit
numbers with regrouping.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 10.

Adds and subtracts single-digit
numbers..

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18.

Adds 1 -digit numbers to 2-digit
numbers; subtracts' 1-digit numbers
from 2-digit numbers.

Uses multiplication facts through
products of 25._

Uses multiplication facts through
products of 25.

Uses operations of multiplication
and division involving money
expression.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 10.

4Adds and subtracts single-digit
numbers.

Add`l-digit numbers to 2-digit
numbers; subtracts 1-digit numbers
from 2-digit numbers.

Searches for and finds ways of obtain-
ing ratios equal to a given ratio.

Solves,simple ratio, proportion,
and percent protriems.

.28

k.4

Grade

4 LO

1 PE

1 PE

2 PE

1 RE

1 PE

2 PE

1 PE

2 PE

2 PE

5 LO

1 PE

1 PEI

1 PE

5 LO

6 PE



Item it SAT Objective

15.- Reading a tally chart to deter-
mine the category of greatest
number.

16.

17. Reading a tally chart to find a
total.

18.

Reading a tally charl6Lto quantify
a category.

Determining a specific rate.

Learner Objective (LO) or
Performance Expectation (p[)

Makes bar graphs using symbols to
Compare groups of things.

Makes bar graphs using symbols to
compare groups of things.

Grade

PE

2 PE

Makes bar graphs using symbols to 2 PE
compare groups of things.

Searches for and finds ways of obtain- 5 LO
ing ratios equal to a given ratio.

.11

Solves simple ratio, proportion,
and percent problems.

19. Using standard clock units to find
the amount of time elapsed:

. 20. Subtracting a specific amount from
a given point on a number line.

21. Identifying the clock which shows
a specified amount of elapsed
time.

22. Converting coin values into cents
in order to determine correct
change.

23. Using a knowledge of coin values
to indicate which item costs a
specific amount in a price .

display.

24. Comparing the prices of two items
in a price display.

25. Using a price display to determine
correct change.

26. Identifying a point which is
marked on a ruler. ,

Compares measurements of time.

6 PE

4 LO

Adds, subtracts, multiplies an 8 PE
divides fractions and integerst7

Compares measurements of time.

Uses operations of addition and
.subtraction involving money
expressions.

4 LO

4 LO

Tells time to the hour and half-hour, 1 PE

makes change for a quarter, and
describes changes on a thermometer.

Uses operations, f addition and
subtraction involving money
expressions.

Uses operations of addition and
subtraction involving money
expressions.

Measures the length and mass of
objects using standard units,
including the metric units.

Estimates and measures the length,
capacity, and mass of physical objects
using standard'units, including the
metric units.

-27-

29

4 LO

4 LO

1 PE

2 PE



'Item II SAT Objective

27. Translating the verbal problem
into a mathematical sentence.

Learner Objective (LO) or
Performance Expectation feE), Grade

Solves problems by organizing and 2 PE

recording observations, looking for
patterns, estimating, solving simpler
problems, or writing and reading
mathematical sentences and computing.

28. Translating the verbal problem Solves problems by organizing and 2 PE

into a mathematical sentence. ,recording observations, looking for
_patterns, estimating, solving simpler

problems, or writing and reading
mathematical sentences and computing.

a
if

-e



SAT Primary Level II
Mathematics 1

Item #

Items Not Matched to Grade 2 PEs

Description Grade PE/LO

Concepts 2 identifies the symbol for the empty set.

3 Identifies the exact position of an ordinal. 1 DI

4,

9

5 Marks a specific date on a calendar.

Choos s a set which is equal to a givenyet.

3 PE

11 Indica es the dumber of months that there are
in a y r.

2 LO

12 Translat a a Word form of a given number into its 1 PE
Arabic mmerals.

14 Marks the number name which has the greatest relative
value.

16 Indicates that zero added to a numbei- will equal, the
number.

K PE

A

17 Indicates the missing term ina number sentence-which
illustrates the commutative property of addition.

8 PE

22, 34 Interprets a given number sentence in term *of another
number sentence whose operation is the inverse of the
first.

2 LO

27 Solves a problem in elementary logic.

29 Identifies the number which is at'a partiCular point
on a number line.

2 LO

33 Selects the odd number. 2 LO

Computation

14 Adds primary facts in a horizontal algorithin. PE

28, 29 Adds a two-digit numeral and a one-digit numeral in a
horizontal algorithm and renames ones.

1 PE

Applications

Adding to find a total. 1 PE1

-29- 31



2

3, 12

Adding in a two-step sequence. 1 PE

Subtracting In a two-step sequence. 1 PE

4

5

7

Converting small coin values into cents to find a

total.

Adding to find the value of the ltirger of two quantities

when given the-smaller value and their difference.

Separating extraneous data and subtracting to find how

many moreare needed.

4 LO

1 PE

1 PE

11 Dividing a total into a number of equal parts. 5 LO

13 Adding and subtracting in a two-step sequence. 1 PE

14, 18 Determining a specific rate. 5 LO

19 Using standard clock units to find the amount of time

elapsed.

4 LO

20 Subtracting a specific amount from a given point on a

number line.

8 PE

21 Identifying the clock which shows a specified amount of

elapsed time.

4 LO

22 Converting coin values into cents in order to determine

correct change.

4 LO

23 Using a knowledge of coin values to indicate which item

costs a specific amount in a price display.

1 PE

24 Comparing the prices of two items in a price display. 4 LO

25 Using a price display.to determine correct change. 4 LO

PEs Not Addressed

Performance Expectation

Identifies and compares commonly used fractions (e.g., 1/4,

1/2) and whole numbers up to 100 and multiples of 2, 5, and

10 to 100.

Comments

Partial match

Uses place value to communicate the meaning of and to Partial match

compute with 3-digit numerals.

Tells time to the minute, makes change through a half dollar, Partial match by I item.

reads temperature in degrees Celsius.

Estimates and measures the length, capacity, and mass (weight) No match

of physical objects using non-standard (arbitrary) units.

-30-
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Estimates and measures the length, capacity and mass of
physical objects using standard units, including the
metric units.

Partial match by 1 item.

Reads time, money expressions, and temperatures. No match

Makes bar graphs of pictures of objects to compare groups No match
of things. / .

Identifies and compares plane and solid geometric figures
in the environment.

Sorts plane 'and solid geometric figures according td their
observed properties.

-31-
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Partial match

A

Partial match by 2 Items.

V a


